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TREE PLANTATION PROGRAM

Principal Dr. R Basavaraja watering newly planted
sapling

Ladies Teaching staff planning saplings

Prof. Gangamma planting sapling with the help of
students

Dr. V. M. Viswanatha planting sapling with help of
students
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Students rallying to spread awareness about tree plantation

Faculty and students participated in tree plantation program lead by Prof SubhashPatil NSS Program officer
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Tree plantation program was held on our SLNCER on 13-08-2019 .The students of BE 1st year actively
participated in the program. Our college principal, faculties of various DEPT and students went to plant
sapling in our college premises. We had planted various types of plants some of them being. Our
faculties had also explained about the trees and the importance of tree plantation. Even our help staff
also taught us how to plant them and then they watered the plants. The helpers told us different things
about the plant, their uses etc. At the end of programme there was a photo session with principal,
faculties and students.

2.FIT INDIA OATH

5thsem CSE students taking oath

1stsem students taking oath

Prof. KristayyaShetty administering oath to 1stsem
students

3rd sem Civil students taking oath

Fit India movement is a nation wide movement in India to encourage people to remain healthy and fit by
including physical activities and sports in their daily lives. We have given awareness about “Fit India
Oath” to SLNCER students on 30-08-2019. It was launched by Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi
at Indira Gandhi stadium at New Delhi on 29 AUG 2019 (National Sport Day). The campaign has a
“Fitness pledge”that leads “I promise to myself that I will devote time to physical activity and sports
every day and I will encourage my family members and neighbours to be physically fit and make India a
fit nation”. It was important day that we had conducted to our BE students.
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3.BLOOD DONATION CAMP

Prof SubhashPatil NSS program officer watering plants
duting inauguration program along with Principal Dr.
R. Basavaraja and Lions club president Dr. Suresh
Sagarad

Various dignitaries from Lions club and
Staff of SLNCE with the donor

Students of SLNCE Donating blood

Girl students of the college donating blood

A blood donation was organised by HKE’s SLNCER, Management Education and various department
on 07-09-2019. A team of doctors at RIMS came for collection of blood. The event started with Ganesh
Vandana, poem recitation and a small skit by students of SLNCER. It was open for all so the people
from neighbourhood came to donate blood. People was given fruits and juices. Blood donation camp
continued till 3:00pm. The chief guest of camp was Dr.R.Basawaraj principal of our college. He
inaugurated the camp by watering to tree at 3:00pm, blood camp was ended with a great success.
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4. RAIN WATER HARVESTING

Prof. V. T. Acharya, Dr. V. M. Viswanatha,Prof.
ShivakumarShiroormath, Prof. Shankargouda
Patil and Prof. SubhashPatil during inauguration
of the function

Staff and students of the college attending talk

Dr. V. M. Viswanatha addressing staff and
students

Prof. Shankargouda giving talk

It is also a very important event, which we have conducted in our college campus SLNCER on 26-092019. We had given awareness about rain water. According to this, rainwater harvesting is a type of
harvest in which the rain drops are collected and stored for the future use, rather than allowing it to run.
Rainwater harvesting is an ancient practice that still holds many benefits and value for our modern
times. Our students got to know that, rain water collection can be teach valuable lessons in water
conservation which is becoming more important as our freshwater resources get stretched further and
further.
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5. CELEBRATION OF GANDHI JAYANTHI

Principal, Staff and Students during Paying homage to Father of the Nation

Principal Dr. R. Basawaraja, Prof. Shankargouda
Patil and Student cleaning college premises

Student cleaning college premises

The SLN college celebrated Gandhi Jayanthi on 02-10-2019. All faculties, students and staff attended
the event. The celebrations for Gandhi Jayanthi started welcoming all the teachers and students
explained the significance of the day. The programme began with lighting of the lamp by the chief guest
Principal Dr.R.Basawarajwith a meaningful prayer service in the form of “Sarva Dharma Prarthana”.
Dr.R.Basawaraj conveyed the message to follow the path of harmony and peace as preached by
Mahatma Gandhi. He said that people take this day to remember a man who is responsive in a huge way
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for the lives they are leading today. He reminded the importance of kindness, truth, non-violence,
resilience, simplicity, and peace – all this things Mahatma Gandhi stood for. Finally the speech ended
with a patriotic feeling in the hearts of all staff. On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanthi, the great deeds of
Bapu were remembered and the audience was left with a sense of pride. The event was ended with his
favourite prayer, “Raghupati Raghav Raja Ram”
6.ATM AWARENESS PROGRAMME

Prof. SubhashPatil, NSS Program officer with
Volunteers in front of ATM inYaramarus village

Prof. SubhashPatil, NSS Program officer with volunteer
demonstrating the use of ATM to the villager

Volunteer demonstrating the use of ATM to the
villager

Prof. SubhashPatil NSS Program officer with
Volunteers infront of ATM in Yaramarus village

We have conducted an ATM awareness program to our college staff and students on 10-10-2019 in
SLNCER. ATM attacks are among the most prevalent forms of fraud striking banking institutions and
their customers. According to this program, we had given awareness regarding ATM, here are some
consumer tips to help reduce ATM Skimming incidents. i)Be wary of anything about the ATM machine
that looks out of the oridinary.
ii)Steer clear of a jammed ATM machine that forces customers to use another ATM that has a skimmer
attached. Often, the criminal will disable other ATM’s in the area to draw users to the one that has the
skimming devices on it.
iii) Always protect your PIN; Don’t give the number to anyone and cover the keypad while you are
entering the PIN
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iv)If you find unauthorised ATM transactions on your bank account, immediately notify local law
enforcement, as well as your financial institution or the establishment where the ATM is located. Finally
ended this event with huge message and awareness of ATM.
7.ELECTION AWARENESS PROGRAM

AC, Raichur, along with principal and master trainer

Principal Dr. R Basawaraj presenting bouquet to the
master trainer

Large number of students attending the awareness
program

Master trainer

Students of SLN and faculties of college, situated in Yarmaras camp Raichur. organised a voters
awareness campaign Emphasized on the importance of voting on 11-10-2019. Students participated in
various activities including slogan writing, placards and posters making, face painting etc. to spread
the awareness. The students commented that it is necessary to make the electorates aware of their
voting rights.Something that it is a immense significance in strengthening democracy and building a
healthier nation. Students also joined other groups, urging people not to waste their votes and
telling how the public play an important role in elections. Message such as “your vote is your right,
your voice!” and don’t be quitter, be a voter was displayed on the placards that the students held during
the campaign.
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Dr.Vedamurthy, SP, Raichur along with Prof. V. T.
Acharya and Prof. SubhashPatil During Inaugual
Function

Dr.Vedamurthy, SP, Raichur, talking on Environmental
Awareness

Dr.Vedamurthy, SP, Raichur, talking on Environmental
Awareness

Dr.Vedamurthy, SP, Raichur, interacting with students

Environmental awareness should be a part of the curriculum in all colleges. This will encourage young
people to engage in their environment to protect it and can help communities become more
environmentally aware. Environmental awareness was held on14-10-2019 at college campus, SLN.
College have a responsibility towards future leaders, not just teaching them how to read and write, but
also educating them about environmental awareness. Environmental awareness is about being aware of
the environment. This refers to all flowers and animals and includes all marine and wildlife. The planet
is currently facing an increasing number of environmental challenges, which includes climate change,
globalwarming, droughts, water scarcity, floods and pollutions. Students, as early as possible, should be
aware of environmental issues were facing.
Environmental awareness should be a part of the curriculum in all colleges. This will encourage young
people to engage in their environment to protect it and can help communities become more
environmentally aware. Around 30-40 students and staff members went out on a rally carrying placards
with awareness messages about safe driving and prevention of head injuries. The rally appealed to the
public to adhere to road rules, indulge in disciplined driving and wear helmets. Our college principal
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Dr.R.Basawaraj, said that fatal deaths on roads during driving could be prevented if people wore helmet
rule as statistics showed that head injuries were major cause of death in road accidents. The students
rally was to create adequate awareness among the public about helmets. Dr.R.Basawaraj said “The
support of IOC enabled us to hold the rally and our students were ready to participate in this public
cause. Since the city police have started collecting fines from motorists not using helmets, this was the
right time for the college to take out a rally”. All the students have participated in program.
Some practical tips SLN college can adopt:Introduce the 3 R’s: (i) Reduce waste (ii)Reduce Resources (iii) Recycle Materials
*Organise tree planting days at college and tell them why trees are important to the environment
*Encourage

students

to

switch

off

all

appliances

and

lights

when

not

in

use

*Ensure taps are closed properly after you have used them and use water sparingly.
Students should encourage parents to share their environmental knowledge to let the children practice at
home doing small tasks like picking up their trash and throwing the garbage.

9. HELMET AWARENESS PROGRAM

NSS Program officer and volunteers

NSS volunteers
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NSS volunteers

NSS volunteers along with Dr.Vedamurthy, SP, Raichur

“Wear helmet while driving atleast for the sake of your family. Think of your wife and children who
are dependent on you.” This was the message sent out by the students and faculties of SLN college here
on day when they took out a “Helmet Awareness Rally.” On bites through various points in the Raichur
City on 13-02-2020.

